FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Data Management Made Simple for Timeshare Resorts through the RCI Connect® Platform

SPI Software joins RCI Connect® as a platform partner

PARSIPPANY, N.J. (April 7, 2015) – RCI, the global leader in vacation exchange, recently announced an agreement to add SPI Software to RCI Connect®, its automated transaction reporting platform. SPI Software joins the growing list of leading property management systems (PMS) available through RCI Connect. The addition of this popular system allows RCI to offer the convenience and cost savings benefits of the RCI Connect platform to even more affiliated resorts.

“We constantly look for the best and most innovative ways to support all of our affiliates and help them lower the total operating cost of their resorts,” said Jeff Parker, senior vice president, product management and resort operations for RCI. “With the goals of increasing efficiency and savings in mind, we developed RCI Connect to streamline activities and give our affiliates faster access to RCI® transaction data. We can now offer this advantage to an even greater pool of timeshare resorts through our partnership with SPI.”

The RCI Connect platform is a powerful, web-based tool that enables affiliates to save time and money by making it easy for resorts to share data with RCI and eliminate manual entry. This smoother, expedited approach to information reporting means owners’ accounts are immediately updated with day-to-day transactions like ownership updates, deposit verifications and bookings. This improves response time and accuracy and helps to create a seamless ownership experience that allows resorts to have a single source of timely information.

For more information on RCI Connect, contact your RCI account executive or visit http://rciaffiliates.com/ and click the Contact link.

About RCI
RCI is the worldwide leader in vacation exchange with approximately 4,500 affiliated resorts in more than 100 countries. RCI pioneered the concept of vacation exchange in 1974, offering members increased flexibility and versatility with their vacation ownership experience. Today, through the RCI Weeks® program, the week-for-week exchange system, and the RCI Points® program, the industry’s first global points-based exchange system, RCI provides flexible vacation options to its 3.8 million RCI subscribing members each year. RCI’s luxury exchange program, The Registry Collection®, is the world’s largest program of its kind with approximately 200 affiliated properties either accessible for exchange or under development on six continents.
RCI is part of Wyndham Exchange & Rentals and the Wyndham Worldwide family of brands (NYSE: WYN). For additional information visit our media center or rciaffiliates.com. RCI also can be found on Facebook, YouTube and Twitter.

**About SPI Software**
SPI Software provides developers and operators of vacation ownership (timeshare, fractional, private residence club and others using either traditional or points-based usage strategies) with SPI Orange, a Web-based and Microsoft.NET-based software available as either an enterprise suite of software, or in specific modules to handle marketing, sales, property management, finance, maintenance fee and receivables servicing, centralized reservations or owner website access. Founded in 1978 and based in Miami, FL, SPI can be reached at 305-858-9505, www.spiinc.com and sales@spiinc.com
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